STEAK CUTTER:

You will assist cutting the steaks for dinner. Please bring your own cutting tools.

GRILLING STEAKS: This position is for those that LOVE to grill. There will be one person with the
grills at all time that understands the process and can answer any questions you may have.

CONCESSION: Selling food and drinks.
DINNER TICKET SCANNING: This position which is located at the cafeteria doors at the High
School. You will receive tickets from guests, scan them with our scanner and then return them to the
guest.

SILENT AUCTION TABLE: This position involves walking around the silent auction
tables and overseeing the bidding, making sure the bids are increasing by the
appropriate numbers and crossing off bids that did not increase in the correct manner.
Example:
Bids in $2.00 increments cannot have a bid of $3.00. You would cross out the $3.00 bid
and explain why if asked.

VOLUNTEER TABLE: This position is to support those that are volunteering in the
different areas during the auction. Volunteers will check on other volunteers, relieve
volunteers for breaks and take them snacks and drinks as needed.

BID MARKER TAGGER: Volunteers will tag items with appropriate stickers as they are
bid on and will pass them on to a runner that will take the item to the checkout area.

BID NUMBER TICKET WRITER: This position involves strong listening and
concentration. You will write down the winning bidder number and the winning bid
amount on a piece of paper to be entered into the computer (by someone else).

AUCTION CHECKOUT: Joy Bennett is the lead for this volunteer position. This job involves
gathering bidder’s items and collecting payment for those items.

LIVE AUCTION CHECK OUT: Involves organizing bidder items as they are brought to the area and
helping gather those items for the cashiers.

OUTDOOR PLANTS: This position will be outdoors and involves keeping the plants roped off until
they are up for auction, and then connecting bid numbers to the correct plant when the winning bidder
comes to claim their plant/tree.

